NH Fish and Game Department

Habitat Program

STATE LANDS MANAGEMENT UPDATES
2ND HALF 2019

The Habitat Program at the NH Fish and Game Department manages nearly 60,000 acres of Wildlife
Management Areas and works with the Department of Natural and Cultural Resources to improve
habitats on state forests and parks, among many other habitat related activities. Get an update of the
program’s activities on state lands during the 2nd half of 2019 by reading below.

REGION 1 – NORTHERN NH
Connecticut Lakes Natural Area, Pittsburg - CLNA Manager Jill
Kilborn completed the layout and marking on the South Bay Bog
area with help from other Region 1 staff and DNCR foresters. The
harvest will be completed this winter. It will complement the very
first timber sale on the CLNA which took place in 2009. During that
sale there was a focus on aspen along the winter road that runs
through the South Bay Bog Operating Unit. That work resulted in
some excellent aspen regeneration which will be expanded upon in
this next entry. The surrounding hardwood stands will be managed
to increase structure in the understory and to promote mast
producing trees such as beech and cherry via a group selection
harvest with thinning in between.

Contractor treating Japanese
knotweed along the upper reaches
of CT River. J. Kilborn photo.

Jill has also been working with regional partners within the Upper
CT River Watershed Cooperative Invasive Species Management
Area (CISMA) to document the location and extent of invasive
exotic plants within that watershed, and working with landowners to
control them. Grants were obtained from the Tillitson Funds and
the Davis Conservation Fun, which were used last summer to hire
a contractor to control Japanese knotweed along the upper reaches
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of the river. Doing so will help prevent expansion of knotweed via flooding events that commonly
carry seed and root segments downstream to new areas.
CT River Drivers WMA, Colebrook - Led by our partners at The NH Chapter of
The Nature Conservancy (TNC), silver maple and blight-resistant American
elm was planted last fall within a 100-foot buffer of the CT River to restore
floodplain forest. A 15-acre ag field was retained and will be annually planted
with grain crops by local farmers under an ag agreement with the Department.
Additionally, last summer Jill Kilborn coordinated the construction and
installation of a bridge over a small steam that provides management access
to much of the property. The bridge replaces a severely undersized culvert
that was unpassable. John Magee, Fish Habitat biologist, provided significant
assistance. Jill also coordinated the installation of a gate, parking area, and
WMA sign. Funding for much of this work came from an Aquatic Resource
Mitigation grant awarded to TNC by the Department of Environmental
Services.

Concrete abutments for bridge
being installed. J. Kilborn photo.

Skidder bridge installed.
J. Kilborn photo.

Planting a silver maple.
J. Oehler photo.

New gate and WMA sign installed.
J. Oehler photo.

Upper Ammonoosuc WMA, Stark and Bofinger WMA, Dummer – A brontosaurus mower was at the
Upper Ammo WMA at the end of October to mow back some older alder stands that were no longer
providing the thick cover needed to support American woodcock and several species of shrubland
songbirds whose populations have been declining. The mowing will stimulate root suckering and
stump sprouting of the alder this spring and summer. In a few years the habitat will be greatly
improved. Jill Kilborn implemented this project with assistance from recently retired Region 1 Wildlife
Biologist Will Staats.
Similar work will be done at the Bofinger WMA over the winter. There, a brontosaurus mower will be
used to knock back alder and young forest along the edges of agricultural fields and a singing ground
maintained for woodcock. Field edges and other patches of alder, aspen, and birch are being
maintained in four different size classes via rotational mowing to maintain habitat diversity and ensure
availability of young forest habitat in the long term. Habitat Biologist Denyce Gagne is implementing
the work there.
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REGION 2 – CENTRAL NH
Cardigan Mountain State Forest, Orange - DNCR forester Tom Natale is in the middle of planning a
harvest on this 5,600-acre property to create patches of young forest up to 5 acres each. These will
resprout vigorously with young hardwood trees creating excellent food and cover for deer, moose,
grouse, and several other wildlife.
Ellis Hatch WMA, New Durham and Middleton - A timber harvest that began last winter will be
finished up this winter within a 180-acre project area. The harvest includes creating young forest
habitat via clearcuts, thinning in hemlock stands to enhance deer wintering habitat and in mixed
hardwood stands to improve mast production of retained oaks, and groups to regenerate oak and
improve mast production. The Department will receive over $35,000 in revenue from this harvest that
is dominated by lower grade wood products. DNCR forester Tom Natale is administering this sale.
Farrar Marsh WMA, Hillsborough - DNCR forester Sam Taylor finished layout and marking of a
harvest on approximately 115 acres of this 470-acre WMA. The harvest is slated to be completed this
winter. This will be the second entry in this area. The first entry occurred in 2000 and was
implemented by DNCR forester Inge Seaboyer. The focus during that entry was strips adjacent to the
marsh to create waterfowl nesting cover, 0.5-acre groups to start regeneration of oak and pine, and
crop tree release to release oak and increase mast production. The next entry will continue on with
groups to spur on the next generation of forest. In addition to the habitat benefits of this work, the
Department will receive over $47,000 in revenue from this harvest.
Joy State Forest, New Durham – Denyce Gagne worked with DNCR staff to reclaim the blueberry
fields at Joy State Forest by mowing back encroaching hardwoods using a brontosaurus mower last
October. Prescribed fire may be used in the future to maintain the blueberry barren. Blueberries are
readily eaten by many wildlife including black bear, fox, eastern bluebird, wild turkey, brown thrasher,
and thrushes, among others. Flower buds are eaten by grouse during the winter while snowshoe
hare, white-tailed deer, and moose feed on the foliage. Blueberries and pollinators— particularly native
bee species—have an important symbiotic relationship with flowers providing an important food source
for bees which pollinate the blueberry crop in return.

Brontosaurus mowing back hardwoods within a blueberry
barren at Joy SF. D. Gagne photo.

By maintaining the field areas with prescribed fire the
lowbush blueberries in the foreground will be able to
expand, providing a valuable wildlife food source.
D. Gagne photo.
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Lower Shaker WMA, Enfield – Denyce coordinated Round 3 of invasive exotic plant control, which
occurred last August. Approximately 25 acres of field and hedgerow originally treated in 2017
received a follow up application to hit any plants that were missed or that have since germinated.
Unfortunately, not all of the acreage could be completed by the contractor. Remaining acreage will be
added to the summer 2020 treatment. Tom Natale is coordinating a timber sale that will start up later
this winter but will likely not be completed until next. This harvest will include four clearcuts to create
young forest habitat with an average size of 13 acres each, plus clearing a 100-foot buffer around
existing fields to create a feathered edge, which will be maintained with a brontosaurus in the future.
We also have a new management access bridge at this WMA. Denyce coordinated the replacement
of a footbridge over the historic Shaker aqueduct with a long-term, temporary skidder bridge. A
stronger, safer bridge was needed to access the upper “potato field” and other wildlife openings for
maintenance mowing and other habitat work.

Original pedestrian bridge at Lower Shaker WMA.
D. Gagne photo.

Skidder panel bridge that replaced the pedestrian bridge.
D. Gagne photo.

Leonard WMA, Webster – Logging contractors are back on site at Leonard WMA, finishing up a job
that was started last winter. Tom Natale is administering this project that includes a shelterwood to
help regenerate oak and pine, crop tree release to enhance acorn production of retained oaks, and a
couple of clearcuts to create young forest in the southern half of the property. It will also include some
patch cuts to regenerate aspen in the northern section of the property where a small field complex is
located. In addition to improving habitat, this project will bring in over $97,000 of revenue to the
Department.
Owl Brook WMA, Holderness - A harvest on the western tract of Owl Brook was delayed due to
difficulties using the log landing on a neighbor's property. Those issues were rectified last summer
and the harvest is slated to be completed this winter. One-quarter to two acre groups will be cut
resulting in 26 acres of mixed hardwood and softwood regeneration. This new young growth will
provide woody browse for moose and deer, enhance understory cover for several species of
songbirds, and enhance mast production. Tom Natale is also overseeing this project.
Pine River State Forest, Effingham – Tom also completed a harvest at Pine River State Forest that
included shelterwoods and clearcuts to regenerate oak and pine, improve wildlife cover, and to create
young forest habitat. Some portion of the harvest area includes a lowbush blueberry barren that is
slated for a prescribed burn a year or two after the harvest. Additionally, Jim Oehler coordinated a
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field trip to Pine River SF with relevant DNCR and TNC staff to look at opportunities to restore pine
barrens habitat using prescribed fire. TNC worked with DNCR to obtain a US Forest Service grant to
plan and implement two prescribed burns on the forest and some TNC preserves in the area. Jim will
be helping to facilitate those burns.
Prescott State Forest, Laconia - In partnership with DNCR, NHFG Habitat Biologist Denyce Gagne
coordinated brontosaurus mowing last October on this state forest to reclaim and maintain an old
apple orchard and field edges. The mowing will be followed up with an herbicide treatment of
resprouting exotic invasive plants next year. A commercial harvest at a later date will remove the
overstory and create a feathered edge around the fields. Apple trees will be surveyed and entered into
NHFGs apple tree database with plans to prune them in the
near future. Thereafter the apple orchard will be maintained
via periodic brontosaurus mowing
Kearsarge WMA, Andover – Tom is conducting a forest
resource inventory in preparation for the next harvest which
is slated to include patches of young forest. We are aiming
to maintain ~10% of this ~1,000-acre property in young
forest for the wildlife benefits it provides. As patches that
were previously harvested grow out of the young forest
stage, additional ones are created through future timber
harvests. Also, last October Denyce worked with
contractors to control glossy buckthorn within an area that
we periodically mow with a brontosaurus to maintain
woodcock cover near a marsh. If left unchecked, this
invasive exotic plant would displace the native hardwoods
providing that important wildlife cover.

FEMA Site Inspector looking at the
significant woods road erosion that occurred
at the Kimball Hill WMA in Groton. J. Oehler
photo.

Kimball Hill WMA, Groton – Habitat Program and Facilities
and Lands Division staff have spent many hours working
with FEMA to evaluate damage and develop cost estimates
for many miles of access road that were damaged during
the July 11-12 rain event that received a federal disaster
declaration. We are currently awaiting an estimate of
available funding from FEMA to help repair the damage. In
addition, Denyce worked with contractors to install a gate to
prevent illegal jeep and other OHRV traffic from accessing
the snowmobile trails on the property.

REGION 3 – SOUTHEAST NH
Bellamy WMA, Dover – Brontosaurus mowing will be finishing up soon at the Bellamy WMA. This is
the second entry into areas that were originally mowed or harvested in 2009-10. Back then
approximately 16 acres were clearcut, while additional areas were hand cut or mowed to stimulate
stump sprouting and root suckering, particularly of aspen. The vegetation responded accordingly and
provided thick wildlife cover for several years. It's now time to revisit those areas to maintain that good
cover before the trees get too large for the brontosaurus to handle efficiently. Denyce is coordinating
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this work in collaboration with the Nongame Program as the Bellamy WMA is in a New England
cottontail restoration focus area. In addition to cottontails, this work will benefit American woodcock,
ruffed grouse, and songbirds such as yellow warbler and blue-winged warbler among others.
Adams Point WMA, Durham - Denyce is coordinating the 3rd entry with the brontosaurus along the
field edges at Adams Point WMA. This work is slated to occur later this winter. Originally started by
former State Lands Habitat Biologist John Lanier and Department Forester Brian Lemire, young trees
and shrubs were allowed to grow in along a buffer to the bay. Brian subsequently maintained that
young forest edge (often referred to as a feathered edge) via periodic mowing with the brontosaurus,
which is what Denyce will be doing again with this mowing.
Musquash Swamp WMA, Londonderry
– A harvest is currently underway and
will finish up in the next few weeks.
This harvest is aimed at creating
young forest for ruffed grouse, New
England cottontails, prairie warblers
and several other wildlife who rely on
or use young forest. Two patches
totaling 24 acres are being clearcut
with some retention of seedling/sapling
sized pine and hardwoods. This
DNCR forester Sam Taylor looking out over the results of the
property is in the heart of a New
harvest at Musquash Swamp WMA. J. Oehler photo.
England cottontail restoration focus
area. This harvest will complement
similar work that was completed on abutting and nearby conservation lands in recent years,
particularly those owned by the Town of Londonderry. This harvest is being coordinated by DNCR
forester Sam Taylor.
Bear Brook State Park, Allenstown – Jim has been working with Wetlands Ecologist Melissa
Doperalski and Fish Habitat Biologist John Magee to write the wildlife chapter in the updated Bear
Brook State Park management plan. The park is perhaps one of the most important DNRC state
reservations with regard to wildlife conservation when considering the sheer number and diversity of
wildlife species known to inhabit the park. The draft chapter was presented to the Steering Committee
in December. It is in the process of being edited based on initial feedback. At the same meeting, Jim
delivered a presentation on the new Fish and Game “Trails for People and Wildlife” tool
(wildnh.com/trails) and provided a preliminary assessment of the trails within the park. Meetings are
open to the public. Visit https://www.nhstateparks.org/about-us/commissions-committees/bear-brookstate-park-management-plan-committee to keep informed of the process.

REGION 4 – SOUTHWEST NH
Pearly Lake WMA, Rindge - A harvest started last winter was completed in August. This harvest
included three, 10 acre clearcuts to create valuable young forest habitat and feathered edges
adjacent to existing fields. In addition to the habitat benefits of this work, the harvest will generate
over $51,000 in revenue to the Department. DNCR forester Sam Taylor coordinated this project.
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Road work at Pearly Lake WMA included filling in spots that were
eroded, and grading them so water flows off of or alongside the road
rather down the middle of it. Straw waddles installed on the left side
of the road will also help slow the flow of water as photo.
D. Gagne photo.

Additionally, Denyce worked with
contractors late last summer to
stabilize the entire length of Bowers
Hill Road by restoring 45 broad based
dips and installing ditches where
needed to reduce future erosion.
Additionally, WMA signs were
installed, one gate was moved to allow
for public parking, two new gates were
installed, all property gates were
reinforced with boulders on either end
to deter unauthorized OHRV traffic,
and an illegal access point was
blocked. . If left unchecked, OHRVs
will break down the broad based dips
rendering them ineffective, resulting in
erosion, road damage, and additional
costs for road repairs. All of this work
was done for <$5,500.

Fall Mountain State Forest, Langdon - Denyce Gagne continued work on a 5-acre old field
reclamation project in partnership with DNCR. The field was growing in with white pine, hardwoods,
and invasive exotic plants. A brontosaurus mower knocked back that vegetation in 2015. Selective
herbicide applications in 2016 and 2018 tackled the invasive exotic plants including autumn olive,
honeysuckle, and glossy and common buckthorn. In October, Denyce worked with a contractor to
mulch the stumps in the field and level several piles of loam to facilitate future brush hogging to
maintain it in a grass/forb stage. Such habitats, filled with seed, berries, greens, and insects, provides
a smorgasbord for many wildlife including turkeys, grouse, deer, song and field sparrows among
many other songbirds, and pollinators.
Hodgman State Forest, Amherst – A harvest on this 18-acre state forest was completed late last
summer. Primarily comprised of white and red pine, the woodland here was treated with a lowdensity shelterwood where several trees/acre were left. This will allow ample sunlight to hit the forest
floor. That, coupled with the seed produced by the trees that are left will spur on the next generation
of trees. As the next generation develops, it will provide excellent habitat for wildlife such as prairie
warblers and towhees, deer and turkeys, among many others. Sam Taylor coordinated this project.

LAND CONSERVATION NEWS
Betsey McNaughten, Land Agent, continues to work on several land conservation projects including
the following:
Antos Donation, Newmarket - Ed and Eriko Antos are donating 0.5 acre of land to the Department
very near the shores of Great Bay and abutting other Department lands. In addition to expanding a
buffer to Great Bay, the value of this property can help leverage more than $700,000 of federal funds
to be used for conserving additional lands anywhere in the state.
Holland Property, Sutton - This 123-acre property abuts the Cascade Marsh WMA. It contains several
wetlands, old sand and gravel pits that are growing in, and hemlock forest. An easement already
exists on the property purchased by the State of NH through the Land Conservation Investment
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Program of the 1980s and 90s. The purchase of the remaining fee interest will bring the property
under the Department's full control, allowing us to manage it to maintain and improve wildlife habitat,
and protect the integrity of the marsh. The purchase will also extinguish a 5-acre buildable lot that was
reserved outside of the easement. This project is slated to close in March.

A view of a portion of Cascade Marsh from the Holland property, Sutton. J. Oehler photo.

Casagrande Conservation Easement, Gilsum - The Department is partnering with TNC to conserve
this 1,300-acre property that abuts the 1,600+ acre Surrey Mountain Lake Flood Control Area. The
Department will hold a conservation easement aimed at conserving the property's habitat values, and
public access for hunting, fishing, and wildlife watching, among other things. The property has a
tremendous oak resource that provides an important food source for area wildlife including deer, bear,
wild turkey, ruffed grouse, and more than a dozen other birds and mammals, and is known as an
important hunting ground in the area. This project should be completed by the summer.
Walker Conservation Easement, Durham - Although small in size (~25 acres), the protection of this
parcel will help to fill in a piece of a conservation puzzle that includes over 2,000 acres of abutting
lands conserved through the efforts of the Great Bay Resource Protection Partnership and now
owned either by the Department, TNC, the Forest Society, or NH Audubon. This property contains a
couple of large wetland complexes that connect to abutting properties and Appalachian oak-pine
woodland. TNC will hold the fee interest while the Department will hold a conservation easement. This
project is slated to close in April.
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OTHER WMA STEWARDSHIP
WMA Boundaries – A contract was completed to blaze, paint, and sign boundaries on the Kona WMA,
Kearsarge WMA, Farrar Marsh WMA, Marks WMA, and Sargent Lots WMA totaling 26.5 miles. The
total cost was nearly $53,000. Boundary maintenance is needed to ensure our habitat projects stay
within our property bounds, so that visitors to WMAs understand the extent of our ownerships, and to
deter encroachments onto state lands from abutting landowners.
Mowing – Due to staffing shortages and other scheduling issues, mowing goals fell short this year. Of
158 planned acres, 113 were completed. Of those, 35 acres were outsourced and 78 were completed
in-house. Additional fields have been added to the list with field reclamation projects and new
property acquisitions, creating an even greater challenge for staff to meet annual goals. We will be
reviewing options over the winter for outsourcing additional acreage to meet objectives.
Other stewardship issues that we are dealing with include working with the Attorney General's office
to address a trespass on the Bellamy WMA in Dover and the Ruger North WMA in Croydon, as well
as trying to re-establish management access through an abutting property at the Pemi WMA in
Campton, dealing with beaver flooding issues on Leadmine Rd at Kearsarge WMA in Andover and at
Laramie WMA in Enfield, working with the Moultonboro Snowmobile Club to provide access through
the Kona WMA in Moultonboro, and establishing clear boundaries with abutters at the Ellis Hatch
WMA in New Durham, among many other day to day issues that pop up.

WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM OUR FRIENDS – WILL STAATS
Region 1 Biologist Will Staats retired from NH Fish
and Game in November after a 26-year career with
the Department. Will worked hand-in-hand with
foresters on public and private forest lands, helping to
guide timber harvests that would not only benefit the
landowner’s bottom line, but also wildlife. Fish and
Game has a long tradition of providing these services
dating back to at least the 1940s and Will was among
the best who served in that role. He also performed a
myriad other regional duties including deer yard,
ruffed grouse, woodcock, waterfowl, and mast
surveys, among others and helped to evaluate
potential wildlife impacts from large scale
Recently retired Region 1 Biologist Will Staats
developments such as wind farms and powerline
(pictured right) providing wildlife input to loggers.
expansions. Because Habitat Program staff who work
Staff photo.
on the Department’s WMAs are based in Concord, a
long way from the North Country, Will was also our goto for helping to steward many of the WMAs up north. From working with the farmers who have ag
agreements at the Fort Hill and Bofinger WMAs, to maintaining parking areas at Fort Hill and Upper
Ammo WMAs, to working with camp owners at Greenough Ponds WMA, and working with the myriad
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easement landowners, Will was always ready to help in any way he could. He was also a big help to
Jill Kilborn with managing the 25,000-acre CT Lakes Natural Area that she is the primary manager of –
helping to layout timber sales and other habitat projects, evaluating the condition of roads and many
other tasks. Will was always a joy to work with and a mentor to anyone who joined him in the woods.
You always learned something when you were with him. He will truly be missed. Thanks for all of
your help over the years Will!
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